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Abstract
In a number of ﬂows that support coupled free-waves, instability results when free-wave dispersion relations calculated
without the coupling cross or approach one another. The propagation of long planetary wave perturbations of a two-anda-half layer model subtropical gyre is one such oceanographically important instance. This note points out that, for a baroclinically unstable two-and-a-half layer model subtropical gyre, numerically aliased long wave dispersion relation plots
display extra crossings that are artifacts of the discretization, and these may lead both to spurious numerical instabilities
and to numerical misrepresentation of actual instabilities. Paradoxically, the numerical instability may in some instances
manifest itself more strongly as the numerical resolution is improved. The aliasing mechanism may be related to the zone of
small scale activity found in the southwestern corner of a time dependent model subtropical gyre in the numerical perturbation experiments of (Dewar, W., Huang, R., 2001. Adjustment of the ventilated thermocline. J. Phys. Oceanogr. 13, 293–
309). Similar multilayer models are often discussed in the literature, so that the results may be widely useful.
Ó 2006 Published by Elsevier Ltd.
Keywords: Spurious instabilities; Long planetary waves

1. Introduction
Pichevin (1998) points out that if the layers of a three layer quasigeostrophic model are dynamically isolated
from one another so that Rossby waves propagate independently in each layer, then restoring the dynamical
coupling between the layers leads to instabilties when the waves propagate at the same speed. Sakai (1989)
ﬁnds a similar result in a diﬀerent dynamical context. Cerovečki and de Szoeke (2005, in press) found that
for time periodic perturbations of a two-and-a-half layer model subtropical gyre, spatial instability results
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when the two branches of the free-wave dispersion relation approach one another. This instability is similar to
those found by Liu (1999a,b), who perturbed the steady ﬂow of an eddy resolving three layer quasigeostrophic
unventilated ocean model with Ekman pumping harmonic at periods of several years, and by Dewar and
Huang (2001), who carried out similar experiments with a partially ventilated subtropical gyre ﬂow.
This note points out that, in the numerical solution of the two-and-a-half layer model subtropical gyre
perturbation problem, the numerically aliased long wave dispersion relations have extra crossings that are
artifacts of the discretization, and that these as well as the usual truncation error may lead both to spurious
numerical instabilities and to numerical misrepresentation of actual instabilities. The numerical instability may
in some instances manifest itself more strongly as the numerical resolution is improved. Similar multilayer
models are often discussed in the literature, so that the results may be useful beyond the present example.
2. Model equations
The time periodic (radian frequency r) perturbations n1 and n2 of the upper and lower interfaces of the eastern shadow zone of a two-and-a-half layer ventilated thermocline model (Luyten et al., 1983) associated with
linear free planetary waves are governed by
/x ¼ irn2x ;

U R n2x þ V R n2y ¼ ir½ð1 þ c=CÞn2 þ /=C

ð1Þ

(the beta plane version of Eq. (2.4) of Kubokawa and Nagakura, 2002) in which /  cn2  Cn1. In these
equations and subsequently, subscripts x and y denote diﬀerentiation. For notational simplicity we employ
the abbreviations
Cðx; yÞ 

bc1 H 01
;
f2

cðyÞ 

bc2 H 02
f2

ð2Þ

where f is the usual Coriolis parameter with meridional derivative b, H 0j is the unperturbed depth of the base of
layer j (indices j = 1, 2 correspond to the upper and middle layer), the cj are reduced gravity parameters cj = g
(qj+1  qj)/q0 with qj the density of layer j, q0 the mean density and g the acceleration of gravity. In terms of
these
c
c
ð3Þ
U R  2 ðug þ cR Þ; V R  2 vg ;
c1
c1
where ug, vg are the mean upper layer geostrophic velocity components c1 H 01y =f and c1 H 01x =f in the zonal x
and meridional y directions and cR ¼ C  cc12 c.
The WKB dispersion relation for free plane wave solutions ei(rtkxly) of (1) is
r2 þ rðc þ CÞk  CU R k 2  CV R kl ¼ 0:

ð4Þ

The properties of free solutions with dispersion relation (4) have already been discussed by Liu (1999a,b) and
by Kubokawa and Nagakura (2002). Fig. 1 shows this dispersion relation for annual period waves at a particular location in the eastern shadow zone of the mean ﬂow. For suﬃciently small meridional scales (large jlj),
there are two distinct dispersion curves. These correspond to the Non-Doppler-shift mode N and advective
mode A of Liu (1999a), which reduce to the ﬁrst (fast) and second (slow) baroclinic mode in the case of no
background ﬂow. These curves approach one another over a limited range of values of l, negative in the
particular case of Fig. 1 and generally negative over most of the model subtropical gyre where VR < 0, within
which spatial instability (complex zonal wavenumber k) occurs.
3. Solution by integration along characteristics
The governing Eq. (1) are hyperbolic in x, y with characteristics given by

0
dy=dx ¼
V R =U R

ð5Þ
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Fig. 1. The dispersion relation (4) for parameters c, C, UR and VR at a location x = 9000 km, y= 2500 km
h in ithe steady subtropical gyre
ð0Þ

ﬂow that is driven by steady Ekman pumping of amplitude W0 having the form wE ðyÞ ¼ W 0

f0
f

2

sin

ðybÞp
D

in which f0 is the Coriolis

parameter at the central latitude y = b of a basin of meridional extent D = 3000 km whose eastern boundary is at x = a (10,000 km). The
dispersion relation is obtained by assuming real meridional wavenumber l and solving (4) for the zonal wavenumber k (real values plotted
as heavy lines, imaginary values plotted as light lines). Note that k is real except over a restricted range of meridional wavenumber l. For
this range of l, corresponding solutions of (1) grow zonally. Numerical values of parameters are UR = 1.4  102 m/s,
VR = 0.996  104 m/s, c = C = 0.0243 m/s, a = 10,000 km, and the strength of the Ekman pumping W0 is chosen so that the total
transport in the model subtropical gyre is 22 Sv.

and shown in Fig. 2a. Analytic or numerical integration along characteristics is a widely used method of
solution for hyperbolic problems such as the frequently employed layered thermocline model of Luyten
et al. (1983) (for which the steady ﬂow about which we perturb in this paper is the simplest example) or
for shallow water problems. The one-dimensional nonlinear shallow water initial value problem governing
horizontal velocity u(x, t) and free surface elevation f(x, t) may also be reduced to a pair of coupled, hyperbolic
ﬁrst order equations (ot + (u ± c)ox)(u ± 2c) = 0 in which the shallow water wave speed c is given by
c2 = g(H + f) where H is the undisturbed ﬂuid depth. These equations may be time stepped numerically along
the characteristics dx/dt = u ± c from an initial speciﬁcation of u(x, 0) and c(x, 0) to build up values of the
Riemann invariants (u ± 2c) at an irregular grid of points in x, t (e.g. Stoker, 1957).
We initially applied the same procedure to solutions of (1), integrating along the characteristics deﬁned by
(5), but found it diﬃcult to maintain suﬃcient zonal resolution in the southwest corner of the subtropical gyre
on account of the tendency of the two families of characteristics to become ever more nearly parallel as the
integration progressed further westward. Yet the idea of integrating along characteristics remained attractive
because (i) the equations form a system of coupled ordinary diﬀerential equations in a parameter varying
along the characteristics, allowing a simple march along the characteristics, and (ii) the resulting grid preserves
the zone of inﬂuence westward of an isolated patch of wind stress or of boundary forcing.
We therefore decided to carry out the westward integration along all characteristics simultaneously using
the adaptive Runge–Kutta procedures provided in Matlab to always retain suﬃcient zonal resolution. This
however necessitated interpolating the variable stepped forward along each set of characteristics to the other
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Fig. 2. Top panel: The two sets of eastern shadow zone characteristics dy(x; y0)/dx = 0 where yða; y 0 Þn ¼ y 0n , and dY(x;y0)/dx = VR/UR
where Y ða; y 0 Þn ¼ y 0n (y 0n is the meridional location at which a characteristic labeled n strikes the basin eastern boundary at x = a). The
westernmost characteristic Y(x;b + D/2) that strikes the eastern boundary at the northeast corner of the basin is the western boundary
x = xB(y) of the eastern shadow zone. The variables n and / are notated nn and /n on the yn and Nn and Un on the Yn. Bottom panel: The
eastern shadow zone characteristics y(x;y0) and Y(x;y0), idealized as straight lines for the von Neumann stability analysis. (Note that as
explained in text, actual computations were carried out using the stretched coordinate v rather than x.)

set. Various interpolation schemes (linear, cubic, spline) were tried. The ﬁnal results were obtained using cubic
interpolation, spline interpolation gave very similar results. The procedure was as follows. We denote the set
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of characteristics obeying dy/dx = 0 by y(x; y0) where y(a; y0)  y0, and the set obeying dy/dx = VR/UR by
Y(x;y0) where Y(a; y0) = y0 (in both of which y0 is the originating latitude of a characteristic at the eastern
boundary x = a). At each Runge–Kutta step, the variables n2 and / must be interpolated from one set of
the characteristics to the other. We notate these variables in lower case along dy/dx = 0 as n (hereafter dropping the subscript 2) and /, and in upper case along dy/dx = VR/UR as N and U (Fig. 2a). The two sets of Eq.
(1) can be schematically written as


d
/n ðxÞ ¼ irnn ðxÞ n ¼ 1; 2; . . . ; N
ð6Þ
dx
y

h
i

d
^ n ðxÞ þ ^cUn ðxÞ n ¼ 1; 2; . . . ; N
Nn ðxÞ ¼ ir dN
ð7Þ
dx
Y
Here, d^ ¼ ðc þ CÞ=ðCU R Þ and ^c ¼ 1=ðCU R Þ, and the dependent variables have been discretized in the y direction so that the subscripts n index the respective characteristics. For simplicity of exposition only, the numbers
N of zonal and tilted characteristics have been taken equal here and subsequently.
The westernmost characteristic satisfying dy/dx = VR/UR is the western boundary x = xB(y) of the eastern
shadow zone of the mean ﬂow. It is convenient in numerical integration to introduce a stretched meridional
coordinate v  a log((xB(y)  x)/(xB(y)  a)) that removes the western boundary x = xB(y) of the eastern
shadow zone to v = 1. All the results that follow have been obtained in v, y coordinates but are presented
in the corresponding x, y coordinates.

4. Stability analysis
To examine the properties of this discrete numerical scheme, an extension of the classical von Neumann
analysis of the numerical scheme was performed for free-waves. The coeﬃcients c, C, UR, VR are assumed
locally constant, so that each set of characteristics is a set of parallel straight lines, one zonal and one with
slope VR/UR. For simplicity we assume that the number N of both types of characteristics is the same and
that both sets of characteristics are meridionally equally spaced with the increment Dy. The coeﬃcients d^
and ^c appearing in (7) are thus constant. Ultimately, the numerical dispersion relation for free-waves will
be compared to the WKB dispersion relation (4).
The two sets of characteristics divide the x, y plane into a periodically repeating pattern of identical cells
(Fig. 2b). The x coordinates of the southeast and southwest corners of the jth cell are denoted by xj and xj+1,
respectively with j = 0 at the eastern boundary (though x increases towards the east, the indices of the cells
increase westward, since that is the sense of propagation of long PG waves and therefore of the numerical integration). The zonal width of the cell is given by Dx = xj  xj+1. When working within cell j it is convenient to
deﬁne sj = (xj  x)/Dx. Each Runge–Kutta step yields N on the set of Y characteristics (tilted lines) and / on
the set of y characteristics (zonal lines). To again step Eq. (6) forward, values of n must be obtained by interpolating values of N from the tilted characteristics to the zonal ones, while to again step Eq. (7) forward, values
of U must be obtained by interpolating values of / from the zonal characteristics to the tilted ones. For example, if linear interpolation among nearest neighbors is used, then within the jth cell,
nn ¼ ð1  sj ÞNnþj þ sj Nnþjþ1 ;

ð8Þ

Un ¼ ð1  sj Þ/nj þ sj /nj1 :

ð9Þ

Higher order interpolation, involving more points than nearest neighbors, and therefore nonlinear (e.g., cubic)
dependence on sj can be readily handled.
In the spirit of the von Neumann analysis, we seek discrete solutions trigonometric in y and Y. Consider
one Fourier constituent (meridional wavenumber l) at a time
e ðjÞ ðx; lÞeilðnþjÞDy ;
Nn ¼ N

~ lÞeilnDy :
/n ¼ /ðx;

ð10Þ
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~
e ðjÞ and /
Use the interpolation formulae (8) and (9) to write the system deﬁned by (6) and (7) in terms of N
only, to obtain


d ~
e ðjÞ ðx; lÞ;
/ðx; lÞ ¼ irf ðsj Þ N
ð11Þ
dx
y 

d e ðjÞ
~ lÞ:
e ðjÞ ðx; lÞ þ ^cf  ðsj Þ/ðx;
N ðx; lÞ ¼ ir½d^ N
ð12Þ
dx
Y
Here f(s) = (1  s) + seilDy denotes
dsj = dx/Dx, (11) and (12) become
!


~
0 f
1 d /
¼ ir
e
Dx ds N
^cf  d^

the interpolation function, and f*(s) its complex conjugate. Since
(dropping the j labels)
!
~
/
; 0 6 s 6 1:
ð13Þ
e
N

Concentrating on one cell at a time, we seek to express the solution at the western edge of the cell (s = 1), as
ðx xÞ
a function of the solution at the eastern edge of the cell (s = 0). Because the coordinate sj ¼ jDx appears in
the elements of the right hand side of (13), the integration across a cell must be performed numerically. The
~
e
solution /ðsÞ,
NðsÞ
is expressed as a linear combination of two independent solutions u1, n1 and u2, n2 of (13)
!




~ 
u1 ðsÞ
u2 ðsÞ
/
¼
A
þ
B
:
ð14Þ

e 
f1 ðsÞ
f2 ðsÞ
N
s
If the boundary conditions at the eastern edge of the cell are u1(0) = 1, f1(0) = 0, u2(0) = 0, f2(0) = 1, then
!

 ~ !
~ 
u1 ð1Þ u2 ð1Þ
/
/ 
ð15Þ
 ¼
 :
e
e 

f1 ð1Þ f2 ð1Þ
N s¼1
N
s¼0
When the boundary between the two cells is crossed, both / and N must be continuous. The latter requirement
applied to (10) shows that
e ðjþ1Þ ¼ N
e ðjÞ eilDy
N

ð16Þ

at sj = 1 + , sj+1 = 0   which gives the matching condition
!

 ~ !
~ 
1
0
/ 
/
¼
:


e 
e 
0 eilDy
N
N
s ¼0
s ¼1þ

ð17Þ

j

jþ1

A propagation matrix, relating the solution an inﬁnitesimal distance to the west of one edge of the cell to the
solution an inﬁnitesimal distance to the west of the edge of the next cell, is then obtained by combining (15)
and (17) to give
!

 ~ !
~ 
u1 ð1Þ
u2 ð1Þ
/
/ 
¼
:
ð18Þ


ilDy
ilDy
e f1 ð1Þ e f2 ð1Þ
N 
N 
s¼1

s¼0

Denote the propagation matrix in (18) as N, and diagonalize it to obtain


K1 0
N ¼H
H 1 ;
0 K2

ð19Þ

where K1, K2 are its eigenvalues. Integration over each cell corresponds to multiplying once by the matrix N.
^
Eigenvalues of the propagation matrix can be written as K m ¼ eikm Dx , m = 1,2, where ^k m is the zonal wavenumber component. From these eigenvalues Km, zonal wavenumbers ^k m are estimated as
^k m ¼ lnðK m Þ þ 2np
iDx
Dx

n ¼ 0; 1; 2; . . .

ð20Þ
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The numerical dispersion relation thus has many branches; as Dx ? 0, the n = 0 branch gives the WKB
dispersion relation (4). In order to obtain the numerical equivalent of the WKB dispersion relation at ﬁxed
frequency, the foregoing procedure is repeated for a range of speciﬁed real values of the meridional wavenumber vector component l.
Fig. 3 shows examples of the numerical dispersion relation so obtained (with cubic interpolation) and the
corresponding analytical WKB dispersion relation obtained by solving Eq. (4). The lowest branch of the
p
p
numerical dispersion relation (20) encompasses the range of wavenumbers jlj < Dy
; jkj < Dx
. These limits are
set, respectively, by the meridional spacing and the slope of the characteristics. Beyond these bounds, the
numerical dispersion relation would be periodic in l and k. The meridional resolution of a Runge–Kutta
solution of (6, 7) is indeed limited by the meridional spacing of the characteristics. The zonal resolution of such
a solution is however not restricted to the lowest branch of the numerical dispersion relation, but may be much
ﬁner because the integration along the characteristics was performed by using an adaptive-step Runge–Kutta
method. This enables resolution of waves whose zonal wavenumbers lie outside the zonal limits of the numerical box characterizing the lowest branch of the dispersion relation. In Fig. 3 the higher zonal aliases of the
numerical dispersion relation, although resolved in the Runge–Kutta calculation, are plotted folded back into
p
the range jkj < Dx
.
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Fig. 3. Numerical and true analytical dispersion dispersion relation at x = 585 km, y = 2171 km for the solution of Fig. 4. The numerical
dispersion relation is obtained by assuming real meridional wavenumber l and evaluating the zonal wavenumber k from (20). The true
dispersion relation is similarly obtained from (4). For the true dispersion relation, real values of k are plotted as light gray lines, imaginary
values of k are plotted as dark gray lines. For the numerical dispersion relation, real values of k are plotted as dashed lines, imaginary
values are plotted as solid black lines. Numerical values of parameters are UR = 0.0235 m/s, VR = .0000712 m/s, c = 0.0284 m/s,
C = 0.0321 m/s. At this location, with N = 50 computational characteristics, the meridional spacing Dy of Y characteristics is Dy = 28 km
(left panel). Right panel: Dispersion relations at the same location as that of the left panel, except with N = 100 computational
characteristics; Dy = 14 km. Note the much better numerical resolution of the region of true instability (along most of the negative l axis)
in the high resolution right panel than in the low resolution left panel. Note also however the much more extensive aliasing of the
numerically resolved region of true instability in the high resolution right panel than in the low resolution left panel.
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Fig. 3 illustrates the most important features of the numerical dispersion relation: (i) good agreement with
the analytical dispersion relation for small k, l, (ii) preservation of the baroclinic instability which is evident in
the analytical dispersion relation at the longer wavelengths, although generally with substantial shrinkage
of the most negative part of the range of meridional wavenumbers l over which instability occurs, and (iii)
the possible occurrence of new, numerical, small scale instability at the meridional wavenumbers corresponding either to the alias of the numerical reminant of the range of meridional wavenumbers l over which true
instability occurs and/or to intersections of the numerically aliased dispersion curves.
5. Discussion
The method of integration along characteristics discussed above has proved useful for the example we studied. In particular, the Matlab adaptive Runge–Kutta routines were able to provide suﬃcient zonal resolution
to avoid the aliased instability, even far into the southwestern part of the subtropical gyre, where the two sets
of characteristics tend to be increasingly parallel. Cubic interpolation between the two sets of characteristics
was employed, a spline interpolation did not give better results, and both methods were clearly superior to
linear interpolation.
The total number of characteristics sets a limit on the meridional resolution. Limited meridional resolution
not only results in aliasing of the true instability into high meridional wavenumbers, but also limits the ability
of the numerical calculation to resolve the shortest waves. To control both of these diﬃculties we experimented with smoothing the interpolated ﬁelds over three or ﬁve adjacent characteristics, eﬀectively adding
damping on the right hand sides of (6) and (7). In some cases this worked well, but the true instability was
also appreciably damped. Correspondingly Dewar and Huang (2001), solving very similar equations by
time-stepping solutions deﬁned on a uniformly spaced horizontal grid, noted persistent small scale variabilty
in the southwestern subtropical gyre whose scale was controlled by thickness diﬀusion, and Dewar (1998) also
noted the need for high resolution and/or lateral diﬀusivity in order to control the short wave part of the
solution.
For models with more layers (e.g. Talley, 1985), the solutions generally display a number of geographically
distinct ventilated regions, so that it may be diﬃcult to write programs that keep track of the the characteristics and interpolate between them through and across the diﬀerent ﬂow regions. But even in such cases
(particularly including the model of Talley in which the eastern eastern shadow zone is of very small extent
compared with that of the present solutions), the central point of this paper – the possible occurrence of small
scale numerical instability at wavenumbers corresponding to the alias of the range of wavenumbers over which
true instability occurs – is likely to be a diﬃculty for a variety of numerical schemes.
Although this paper is about numerical matters, a reviewer has suggested that there be some discussion
relating the ﬁndings of this study to observations. Cerovečki and de Szoeke (in press) provided some elements
of such a discussion, but we take the opportunity given by the reviewer to brieﬂy revisit that discussion and
comment on some further points raised by the reviewer.
Published studies of the annual component of altimetrically determined sealevel in the subtropical Atlantic
and Paciﬁc were not designed primarily to compare the signal over the subtropical gyre with that in its southwestern corner. In the frequency band 0.5–2 cpy Chelton and Schlax (1996) found well deﬁned westward propagation of features in the North Subtropical Paciﬁc altimetric sealevel ﬁeld accompanied by an increase in
amplitude in the western half of the basin. Osychny and Cornillon (2004) found very similar results in the subtropical North Atlantic. But the time-longitude plots of Chelton and Schlax (1996) and the frequency-zonal
wavenumber spectra of Osychny and Cornillon (2004) do not allow ready comparison of the signal over
the gyre with that in its southwestern corner. Osychny and Cornillon (2004) do map the variabilty in the period band 4 years to 3 months over the north Altantic subtropical gyre, but their map is dominated by the
decay of variance eastward away from the Gulf Stream and so does not clearly display the spatial variation –
if any – of sealevel variance in the southwestern part of the gyre. Roemmich and Gilson (2001) similarly map
the rms variability of altimetrically determined sealevel in the North Paciﬁc subtropical gyre over a seven year
period. They ﬁnd a clear maximum near to and eastward of the Kuroshio, qualitatively like that of Osychny
and Cornillon (2004) near the Gulf Stream, and also ﬁnd a strong secondary maximum at about 20° N extending eastward from the western boundary towards Hawaii.
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It is tempting to associate this last feature with the westward growth found in the present two-and-a-half
layer model solutions, but as one adds layers (e.g. Talley, 1985) the solutions rapidly become much more complex and in particular the meridional extent of the eastern eastern shadow zone (within which the present
instability manifests itself in the two-and-a-half layer solutions) becomes very small in the western part of
the gyre. Without further detailed analysis it is not clear how this will change the stability properties of the
ﬂow there. A diﬀerent point is that, when annual period internal Rossby wave rays are propagated westward
away from realistically shaped coasts but without steady background ﬂow or bottom relief in the Paciﬁc
(Schopf et al., 1981), they tend to refract equatorward suﬃciently rapidly that they do not reach the southwestern corner of the subtropical gyre. It is diﬃcult to predict how mean ﬂows in a model such as the present
two-and-a-half layer one or more complex mean ﬂows will modify this eﬀect, but the important result is that
coastal shape may play an important role in helping/hindering wave refraction into the far western corner of
the gyre.
The most important point of this paper remains that, if the coupled wave instability of the two-and-a-half
layer model is found in a more complex model, then the numerical problems noted here will very likely be met
in numerical solution of that model.
6. Conclusions
For model ﬂows typical of the eastern shadow zone of a two-and-a-half layer model subtropical gyre,
annual period long wave perturbations are generally baroclinically unstable for a range of meridional wavenumbers l (Walker and Pedlosky, 2002, elucidated the important destabilizing eﬀect of non-zonal background
ﬂow; Cerovečki and de Szoeke, 2005, in press, explicitly considered subtropical gyre background ﬂow). Outside this range there are two independently propagating long Rossby waves (the A and N modes of Liu, 1999a)
whose dispersion plots in the zonal-meridional k, l wavenumber plane approach one another as the meridional
wavenumber approaches the unstable range.
Cerovečki and de Szoeke (in press) show that for annual period perturbations in a rectangular basin that
are generated by an annual period wind stress that is smooth at basin scales, the instability manifests itself in
the far southwestern region of the subtropical gyre in the following way. As long waves propagate westward in
the eastern shadow zone of the model subtropical gyre, they tend to refract so that the meridional wavenumber increases towards more positive values (the line of crests tends from being nearly meridional near the eastern boundary to trending southwest-to-northeast near the western boundary of the eastern shadow zone), but
the upper bound of the range of meridional wavenumbers for which annual period solutions are unstable
(Fig. 1) rises towards positive values as the location at which the dispersion relation is evaluated is moved
towards the southwest: the refraction is suﬃciently slow that westward propagating waves eventually enter
a region in which their meridional wavenumber lies within the unstable range of meridional wave numbers,
and westward growth of the solution occurs.
As noted above and as illustrated in Fig. 3, when solving the perturbation problem numerically, numerical
deformation of the dispersion plots of these long Rossby waves in the k, l plane results (i) in appreciable truncation of the range of meridional wavenumbers corresponding to the true instability, so that the range of
meridional wavenumbers for which instability occurs does not extend to values as negative as for the true
instability, (ii) in aliasing of the the most negative portion of the numerically truncated range of instability
into a generally positive range of meridional wavenumbers which gives rise to a numerical instability characterized by meridional wavenumbers generally corresponding to much smaller meridional scales than those of
the true instability, and sometimes (iii) in aliasing of the wave dispersion plots in such a way that additional
regions of close approach in addition to the one corresponding to the true instability occur.
These eﬀects can give rise to the seemingly paradoxical situation illustrated in Fig. 4. The top panel of this
ﬁgure shows the numerical solution of (6) and (7) with an eastern boundary condition that makes the eastern
boundary ratio of n1 to n2 such as to give rise to long waves. The numerical resolution is coarse, the total number of N of zonal and of tilted characteristics is 30, but the solution correctly restricts the region of westward
growth to the far southwestern corner of the eastern shadow zone of the subtropical gyre. Increasing N should
improve the resolution and lead to a more accurate solution, but instead for N = 100 (bottom panel, Fig. 4),
an incipient numerical instability at much shorter meridional scales than those of the unstable region of the
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Fig. 4. Top panel: Snapshot of the annual period interfacial displacement n2 of the base of the middle layer obtained by solving (1) with no
forcing but with an eastern boundary condition that sets the meridional wavenumber at p/D and sets the ratio of n1 to n2 at the eastern
boundary to generate only the long wave free solution. The background steady ﬂow is speciﬁed by the parameters H10 = 300 m,
H20 = 750 m (undisturbed interfacial depths at the eastern boundary), c1 = 0.0245 m/s2, c2 = 0.01 m/s2 (see text) and is driven by the
steady Ekman pumping described in the caption of Fig. 1. The numerical integration is carried out along N = 30 y and Y characteristics.
Note unstable westward growth of the solution in the far southwestern part of the basin. Contour interval is 0.25 m from 1.3 m to 3.4 m.
Light (dark) contours indicate negative (positive) displacements. Bottom panel: The same, except for N = 100 y and Y characteristics.
Although the numerical resolution of the bottom panel is substantially improved relative to that of the upper panel, incipient instability in
the southwestern part of the domain is more evident in the more highly resolved solution of the bottom panel than in the relatively poorly
resolved solution of the top panel. Contour interval is 0.25 m from 2.6 m to 4 m.

top panel is clearly visible. The manner in which this comes about may be understood by examining the manner in which changing the resolution changes the numerical dispersion relation; this is illustrated in Fig. 3.
If the meridional resolution is rather coarse (Fig. 4a), then the range of meridional wavenumbers corresponding to the true instability is so severely truncated that this truncated range is not aliased into a range
of positive meridional wavenumbers corresponding to numerical instability. Only a very small region of
numerical instability resulting from crossing of the aliased dispersion curves is present. The result is that
the coarse resolution numerical solution displays the true instability in the southwestern part of the subtropical gyre with moderate distortion corresponding to truncation error. As the meridional resolution is increased
(Fig. 4b), the numerical truncation of the true instability range is decreased so that the range of wavenumbers
into which that range is aliased is increased; the result is the seemingly paradoxical appearance of spurious
small scale numerical instabilities in the far southwestern part of the subtropical gyre as the resolution is
increased.
Finally, it is important to note that the numerical phenomena noted above also may occur in more complicated models and/or with other ﬁnite diﬀerence numerical procedures. Thus, for example, if the solutions of
(1) are made discrete on a rectangular ‘‘x, y” grid, and the single y derivative in (1) is replaced by a ﬁnite
diﬀerence approximation, then (1) become a set of coupled equations that may be integrated westward in
x using, for example, the Runge–Kutta procedure. If the meridional gridspacing is Dy, then the numerical
equivalent of (4) is simply
r2 þ rðc þ CÞk  CU R k 2  CV R k sinð2lDyÞ=ð2DyÞ ¼ 0:

ð21Þ
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It is immediately clear that the entire dispersion plot is periodic in l with period p/Dy, so that there will again
be an alias into positive l of the numerically modiﬁed region of true instability that is usually conﬁned to a
negative range of l for VR < 0.
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